
U7/U8	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Week	  7	  Training	  Curriculum	  	  
10min	  Warm-Up:	  
	   	  
Dribbling	  Gates	  
	  
with	  Ball	  Control	  
	  

Objective:	  
	  

Coach sets out multiple pairs of cones (gates) separated about 
1 yard from each other in a 20-yard x 20-yard grid.  These 
cones at as opposing players in which players must dribble 
their ball around to earn points.   
 

All players are to dribble their ball in the area.   When they 
approach a gate, they have to stop their ball about 1yard in 
front of it, then pick up the ball and gently toss it about head 
height into the air in front of them.   As the ball falls and hits 
the ground, players must quickly control the ball and perform 
a move around the cone as described below.   
 
 

Move Variations Controlled by Coach: 
1) Control ball with outside of foot (left or right). 
2) Control ball with inside of foot (left or right). 
3) Control ball with thigh.   
 

Key	  Coaching	  Points:	  	  
	  

• Players	  should	  be	  in	  control	  of	  ball	  
and	  very	  close	  to	  their	  feet	  at	  all	  
times.	  

	  

• Players	  should	  maintain	  body	  
balance	  when	  receiving/control	  ball.	  
	  

• Encourage/Challenge	  to	  quickly	  
settle	  their	  ball	  on	  the	  ground	  
before	  taking	  off	  to	  dribble.	  	  	  Do	  
not	  encourage	  players	  kicking	  
their	  ball	  in	  mid-‐air	  before	  
dribbling.	  	  
	  

• 	  Encourage/Challenge	  players	  to	  
keep	  their	  heads	  up	  and	  find	  a	  free	  
gate	  not	  occupied	  by	  another	  
player.	  
	  

15-20min	  Group-
Based	  Activity:	  
	  
1v1	  Ball	  Control	  to	  
End-‐line	  

Objective:	  
 

Divide players into 1v1 groups in an 8yd x 15yd grid.  Game 
starts when a player from his/her end-line gently throws the 
ball to the other player.  The player receives the ball and 
quickly attempts to dribble the ball past their opponent and 
stop the ball on the end-line.   The player who throws the ball 
to start the game is not allowed to move off their line until 
their opponent controls the ball.  Players try to gain 
possession and stop the ball on their opponent’s line.  Game 
continues until a point is scored or it goes out of play behind 
either player’s goal line.  Each restart is alternated no matter 
who scores the last goal.  
 

 
 

Key	  Coaching	  Points:	  	  
	  

• Players	  should	  be	  in	  control	  of	  ball	  
and	  very	  close	  to	  their	  feet	  at	  all	  
times.	  

	  

• Players	  should	  maintain	  body	  
balance	  when	  receiving/control	  ball.	  
	  

• Encourage/Challenge	  players	  to	  
quickly	  settle	  their	  ball	  on	  the	  
ground	  before	  taking	  off	  to	  
dribble.	  	  	  Do	  not	  encourage	  
players	  kicking	  their	  ball	  in	  mid-‐
air	  before	  dribbling.	  	  
	  

• Encourage/Challenge	  players	  to	  
only	  make	  1	  or	  2	  moves	  (outside	  
or	  inside	  of	  foot	  cuts)	  to	  get	  past	  
the	  defender.	  	  
	  

20-25min	  Small-Sided	  
Game:	  
	  
4v4	  with	  no	  goal	  
keepers	  
	  
	  

4	  Goals	  

	  

Objective:	  
	  

Set	  up	  2	  teams	  to	  scrimmage	  with	  4	  goals.	  	  	  Teams	  have	  2	  
goals	  to	  score	  in	  and	  2	  goals	  to	  defend.	  	  	  	  
	  
U7	  Players	  –	  When	  passing	  the	  ball	  into	  play,	  allow	  teammate	  
to	  get	  control	  before	  opposing	  player	  can	  apply	  pressure.	  	  	  
	  
U8	  Players	  –	  When	  throwing	  the	  ball	  into	  play,	  allow	  
teammate	  to	  get	  control	  before	  opposing	  player	  can	  apply	  
pressure.	  	  	  
	  
Encourage	  dribbling	  and	  turning	  away	  from	  opposing	  players	  
–	  not	  passing!	  
	  
Very	  important	  –	  coaches	  must	  remain	  off	  the	  field	  and	  limit	  
instruction	  at	  this	  time.	  	  Let	  the	  players	  play!	  
	  

Key	  Coaching	  Points:	  	  
	  

• Don’t	  make	  kids	  sit	  out.	  	  If	  an	  odd	  
number,	  play	  3v4	  or	  4v5	  and	  adjust	  
teams	  for	  equality.	  
	  

• Keep	  play	  continuous.	  	  Do	  not	  allow	  
players	  to	  get	  distracted	  with	  “who	  
kicked	  it	  out?”	  or	  “who	  scored?”	  	  
	  

• Encourage/Challenge	  players	  to	  
dribble	  and	  not	  pass	  or	  simply	  kick	  
the	  ball	  away.	  
	  

• Encourage/Challenge	  players	  to	  
change	  direction	  with	  the	  ball	  to	  
avoid	  goals	  that	  are	  heavily	  
defended.	  
	  

 

Day Three 

xDefending I 
Diagrams 

“Ball” 

Players are lined up in 3 or 4 groups (depending upon teaching 3 or 4 defenders) . Soccer balls represent the ball 
that requires pressure. Cones act as a guide for players to close down the cone, slow down when they get to the 
cone and sit down to pressure the ball. Players must call “ball” on approach to the ball and maintain defensive stance 
until coaches command. Players move in waves of 3 or 4 (defending in a unit of 3 or 4) on the command of the 
coach. Coach has the ability to identify strong and weak technique for correction and praise. Repeat several times as 
needed. 
 
Variations:                1) Take away soccer balls leaving only soccer balls on one side 
                                 2) Soccer Balls all down the middle 
                                 3) Stagger soccer balls wide, middle and wide again across the field 

1v1’s to a cone 

Organize players into pairs according to size, ability and/or position (attacker v‘s defender). Give each pair two 
soccer balls and a disc. Players set up soccer ball on top of the disc (Target). Players play 1v1 to target. 2 goals for 
knocking ball off disc. 5 Points for megging opponent. Keep score. 
 
Coaching Points:     1) Recap role of first defender 
                                 2) Defenders decision to make a challenge, rushing in versus patience!! 
                                 3) Defend the ball not the disc/target/goal (pressure) 
                                 4) Moment ball is lost, cut out path of attacker to target and then close down ball 
 
Variation:                 1) Change/Rotate partners, turn into a competition. 

Speed & Agility Circuits warm up 

 
1v1 in a 10 by 30 grid.  Game starts with the defender passing the ball to the attacker. Player with the ball passes to 
opponent opposite to start the game. Player who passes the ball is not allowed to move off their line until their 
opponent takes a touch. Players try to gain possession and stop the ball on their opponents line. Game continues 
until a point is scored or it goes out of play behind either players goal line. The game continues when play drifts to 
the side into other players games. Each restart is taken alternately no matter who scores the goal. 
 
Coaching Points:     1) Defenders to keep attackers in front of them. 
                                 2) Eye on the ball and attackers hips. 
                                 3) Defenders to stay on they feet. 
 
Variation:                 1) Points for winning the ball. 
                                 2) Points for beating the player. 
                                 3) Points for megging the defender 

1v1 to an end zone/line (close down, slow down, sit down) 

See Saw – Recovery runs and communication 

2v2 in  a 30 by 30 grid.  Two attackers in the top two corners and two defenders in the bottom corners. Game starts 
with the attacker passing to his teammate. The way it works: (A) Nearest defender go towards the ball while other 
covers him. (B) As the ball is pass to the other attacking player the other defender go towards the ball, while the 1st 
defender covers him. (A see-saw action) 
 
Coaching Points:     1) Back defender should talk to the front defender, telling him what to do. 
                                 2) Covering defender should see the front players back. 
                                 3) Defenders to try and keep attackers in front of them. 
 
Variation:                 1) Add a goal. 
                                 2) Make grid Bigger. 

Pass

Cover

Pass

Cover

1v1 

4v4 / 5v5 Giant Soccer 

The showboat Show Case 

Tricks & Skills Master Class 

Play 3v3 / 4v4 / 5v5 small sided soccer with the giant soccer balls. This can be 
fun but please watch out for safety issues. Do not allow players to kick the bal 
as ahrd as they can. Players are encouraged to show boat  when in possession 
of the ball attempting flicks and volleys. 
 
No tackling, interception only to allow players time on the ball. 
 

In a field 20 by 15 yards without goal. Players are placed into two teams and numbered. ( i.e. 1 to 5.)  
 
Players stand around all four sides of the field, to create the showboat arena.  1 by 1 each player performs their 
choreographed routine linking three turns/moves using various dribbling skills. 
 
Progress to: 
The Coach serves the ball into the middle of the field and calls a number out. Players have to beat their opponent 
and show off using tricks and skills. 
 
Play to goal. 

Day Three 

x Dutch Showboating 
Water day: Cool down from summer in controlled water fights and sprinkler sessions. 

Diagrams 

Allow players to practice various moves of their choice. After initially allowing players to explore on their own guide 
players to perfecting various moves and introducing others. Coaching should be informal and 1on1 as opposed to 
command group style teaching. 
 

x Players can choose any 3 or 4 turns or moves to incorporate into a dribbling routine. The turns are joined 
together in a 30 second presentation later in the day. Turns/moves should be inter linked with fluid movements 
& dribbling combinations i/s, o/s favorite foot, i/s, i/s, o/s, o/s favorite foot, o/s, i/s of one foot, o/s, i/s of other 
foot, sole of foot  

 

x stop turn          inside cut                 outside hook            drag back                 drag back push 

x drag L– shape cruyff turn                 stepover                   scissors (½)             double scissors 

x L shape            maradona                matthews feint          flicks 

HOLLAND 

Organize players into pairs according to ability and/or position. Give each pair two soccer balls and a disc. Players 
set up soccer ball on top of the disc (Target). Players play 1v1 to target. 2 goals for knocking ball off disc. 5 Points for 
megging opponent. Keep score. 
 
Coaching Points:     1) Recap role of first defender 
 
Variation:                 1) Change partners 

1v1 Show boat 
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World Cup Games 

All players have balls. 2/3 players are without balls and try to tag the other players. When 
caught the players must place the soccer ball on their heads, open their legs.  The other 
players with balls have to try and free their team mates by passing soccer ball through their 
legs. 
 
Divide the group into two teams. One team is called ENGLAND the other team is called 
BRAZIL. 

The Nutmeg showcase 

Day Three 

x Dutch Showboating 
Water day: Cool down from summer in controlled water fights and sprinkler sessions. 

Diagrams 

HOLLAND 

Game related/Group (Incrementally adding pressure): Four Goal Soccer 

Four goals placed at points of a cross. Two teams, goals can be scored in any of the four goals and through both 
sides. Goal is scored by dribbling OR passing ball through any of the four goals. Emphasize the difference between a 
pass and a shot (Passing the ball is when someone on your own team  ‘receives ‘ the ball). Play is continuous. 
 
 
Coaching Points:     1) All coaching points from warm up (technical correction) 
                                 2) Look at target and communicate (visual & auditory) Head up! 
                                 3) Encourage use of both feet (more importantly the most appropriate foot usually closest to 
                                 ball). 
 
Variation:                 1) Add multiple soccer balls 
                                 2) Increase/decrease size of target/goals # number of points awarded for each target/goal 
                                 3) Points awarded for 2, 3, 4 consecutive passes 

	  

Topic:	  Controlling/Receiving	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  the	  Ball	  	  Part	  II	  


